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JEFF HERZOG, PRESIDENT OF NEXUS ENGINEERING GROUP, MODERATOR FOR OIL
& GAS INDUSTRY FORUM AT CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
Program draws a full house of chemical engineering students, alumni and oil & gas industry
specialists at Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, OH - Jeff Herzog of Nexus Engineering Group spoke to a packed house of students and
professionals interested in learning more about the impact of the oil and gas industry and its effect on
local and regional markets. The Oil & Gas Industry Energy Forum took place at Case Western Reserve
University’s (CWRU) Linsalata Alumni Center April 6, 2017.
After a brief history of how the oil and gas industry and the Rockefeller family shaped Cleveland’s
economy throughout the industrial age, Herzog went on to explain just how many local companies and
careers have been influenced by the oil and gas industry. Dozens of companies and hundreds of career
opportunities have occurred due to the oil boom over the decades. Today thousands of employees work
in the industry, have built long-lasting careers, and started companies based on opportunities in the
growing oil and gas markets.
Herzog organized and hosted the event of four prominent professional energy panelists to share their
career experiences and offer advice to promote opportunities for young job seekers in the energy field.
“This was a great opportunity to expose students to the real-life success stories of a few of my
colleagues in the energy business,” says Herzog. “Our panelists offered advice on how to make the best
of their time left in school and to prepare them for a successful career in the energy industry.”
Herzog, who is also President of the Case Alumni Association, is a graduate of CWRU with a degree in
mechanical engineering and master’s degree from CWRU’s Weatherhead School of Management.
“Today’s oil and gas industry and energy business have come a long way over the past 100 years.
Today’s professionals are always looking to reduce the environmental impact of the industry, improve
efficiency and make cleaner burning products. At the same time, we need to design, construct and
operate to the highest safety standards. Technology will drive the future of our industry. Bright minds
with top-notch engineering and science educations from institutions like the Case School of Engineering
will keep the energy industry thriving for years to come”, says Herzog.

About Nexus Engineering Group LLC
Herzog and his partner Marianne Corrao formed Nexus Engineering Group in 2005 and have sustained
continuous growth since founding the firm. Nexus has challenging career opportunities for engineering
and design professionals. We are looking for talent ready to tackle our clients’ business problems with
creative, practical and technically sound solutions.
Nexus Engineering Group LLC, headquartered in Cleveland, and with offices in Maumee, Ohio and
Houston, Texas, is a full-service, independent engineering firm focused on supporting a select group of
successful clients. Since 2005, Nexus has earned repeat business and praise from those clients in the
refining, petroleum midstream, chemical, manufacturing and utilities industries.
With more than 100 professionals on staff, the Nexus team includes experienced process,
instrumentation and controls, structural, civil, electrical, mechanical, and piping professionals with
decades of conceptual and detailed system design, start-up, operating and construction and project
management experience. Nexus supports the team with proven design and project practices, state-ofthe-art software and innovative design tools
Get to know us and you will agree that Nexus is not your typical engineering firm - “We think
differently”.
For more information, visit www.nexusegroup.com

Jeffrey Herzog speaking at CWRU Oil & Gas Industry Forum April 6, 2017
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